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Perfect Cartel marries creative event
production and design with digital
strategy and VIP engagement.
We are experts in concept and styling, VIP services and
cultural programming and have many years experience
executing inspirational high level and sensitive special
projects for the worlds best beauty brands.
We continually search out the future before it arrives and
pride ourselves on challenging our clients to think in new
directions.
Perfect Cartel works across the intersection of commerce
and culture, always keeping the business aspect of
beauty in clear view

CLIENTS

ABOUT US
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FENTY BEAUTY
BY RIHANNA

KEY SERVICES
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YSL BEAUTÉ CLUB
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PERFECT CARTEL
Event Design and Production
Brand Experience, Programming

EVENT DESIGN AND CONCEPT
GIFTING AND SEEDING
CREATIVE MAILERS
SET DESIGN AND BUILD
CAD AND 3D RENDERING
PROGRAMMING AND CURATION

SERVIC
ES
02

OUR SERVICES

ABOUT US

DIGITAL DEVELOPMENT - UX/UI
TECHNICAL PRODUCTION
TALENT AND ENTERTAINMENT
CONTENT / BROADCAST PRODUCTION
PARTNERSHIPS
LOCATION SCOUTING
LOGISTICS

2.

Bottega Veneta
Short Film ‘Men’ by
Tyrone Lebon and
Daniel Lee
Bottega Veneta VIC
Event with Pernille
Tiesbaek,
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1.

Perfect Cartel recognised lockdown was
also an ideal period for many brands to explore
their longer term options for the future and
become more digitally savvy and more
ecologically minded, so much of 2020 was filled
with supporting a number of luxury brands with
that same strategic thinking, and providing them
with creative possibilities and options to
consider and plan for.

We developed new H&S Event Guidelines
and recognised safety courses to work
conscientiously against the backdrop of COVID
so we are ready for when live events return.

We’ve learnt so much over the
past 12 months, we want to
share our knowledge and
inspiration with you

We couriered and shipped branded boxes
containing Anker Nebula projectors to fashion
editors, allowing them to watch the eight-minute
film in their homes, giving them the feeling of
being in a theatre, rather than on the couch.

ADAPTING WAYS OF WORKING

– BENJAMIN FRANKLIN

Creative director Daniel Lee collaborated with
the filmmaker and photographer Tyrone Lebon
on a short film titled “Men,” in July. At a time
when fashion leaned on video as a central form
of expression while runway shows were on hold.
Daniel opted to distribute the film in a more
tactical, IRL manner.

COVID-19
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The result of this was that we worked across a
number of digital experiences, including one for
Bottega Veneta Mens.
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‘OUT OF
ADVERSITY
COMES
OPPORTUNITY’

At the beginning of the pandemic, Perfect Cartel
developed a thought-leadership presentation
detailing digital and hybrid solutions, with 16
core concepts for our clients who had the
challenge of working through NPD, launches
and with marketing priorities to fulfil at a vastly
reduced capacity.

2021

EVENT FORMATS

EVENT TRENDS

A HYBRID FOCUS

CELEBRATING LIFE

COMING TOGETHER

POINTS / I.E. MULTI-SENSORY MAILERS - AR AND
AUDIO LEADING AS WELL AS VISUAL (THINK: PODCASTS
AND CLUBHOUSE)

OMNI-CHANEL PROJECTS

SUPPORTING YOUNG MAKERS AND
INNOVATION

INTIMATE EXPERIENCES AND CRM

SUSTAINABILITY REALLY MATTERS EVERYWHERE
MAKING IT TRULY PERSONAL

TRAVEL/EXPERIENCING TRAVEL WHEN YOU CAN’T

ONE ON ONE: MASTERCLASSES AND Q&A’S

In 2021 there will be a
distinct need for connection,
community, sharing, unity - we’ve
all been so divided by the
pandemic, politics and Brexit.
The lack of access to culture
and in-real-life connection has only
made us all the more hungry for it.
Don’t forget, after the
Great Depression came the
roaring ’20’s.

‘’And unity is
the path forward”.
Joe Biden

OUT

DISCOVERING YOUR NICHE

EVENT TRENDS

LARGER CAPACITY BRAND EVENTS

EXCLUSIVE AND ALOOF

EVENT FORMATS

ZOOM (AND ONLY ZOOM)

GIFTING ELEMENTS THAT ARE NOT 100%
RECYCLED

‘OVERUSE’ OF THE
INFLUENCER

LARGE SCALE DIGITAL GET-TOGETHERS

‘CHASING ‘TRENDS

PANEL DISCUSSIONS

OLD AND NEW

VR

EVENT TRENDS AND FORMATS

NI

DIGITAL EXPERIENCE WITH TANGIBLE TOUCH-
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2020
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WHAT IS THE
PREDICTED
LANDSCAPE FOR
EVENT TRENDS AND
FORMATS IN 2021?
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1. CHANGE IN PLATFORMS

This year, digital platforms will need to even
work harder to innovate and continue to
become more design-led and customisable.
Digital initiatives will need to upgrade and
integrate with other platforms and services
using the most up to date technology and
streaming outlets for seamless cross over.
Check out hopin.co as a Zoom or Microsoft
Teams alternative or EventsAir and Socio for
mobile integration.

CRAFTING EXPERIENCES

3. DIGITAL ROI
Live streaming quality and content
creation around a launch should be fully
developed and of the highest quality to
be more effective and engaging.

2. ACCESS
Having early access and intelligence
into evolving technology is key,
something Perfect Cartel takes excels
in.

THINK: VR, gamification, Matterport,
digital queuing, wearables, shoppable
links.

Live activations should also consider
those who do not/cannot attend the
physical event, ensuring global scope.
We think democratic access to content
will continue, with password protected
space for press/VIP and VICs.
Updated local CRM and value added
first-looks.

10 FUTURE FORMATS
AND EXPERIENCES

FORMATS

TRENDS
+
4. POSITIVE ENVIRONMENTAL
IMPACT

There are plenty of tech and digital products that track
a project’s sustainability metric, but it is forward
thinking to consider and instigate positive impact
policies from the initial framework.
As well as offsetting, packaging, event tools and
design elements can also make a positive difference
to the environment and Perfect Cartel have a
multitude of smart ways to apply this to every project.
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5. DIGITAL X IRL STRATEGY
PERFECT CARTEL
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Physical events could have fewer but more
focused attendees creating a more effective
reach via content that’s developed to be more
intelligent and relevant for those viewing the event.
Guest profiling and personalisation elements
Budgets giving further weight towards the digital
elements and longer living amplification.

6. QUALITY OVER QUANTITY

7. SOPHISTICATED SEEDING AND
GIFTING
Interactive mailers, gifting and ‘doorstep
activations’ will continue and also include
consider including top tier consumers as
well as press and influencer activity.

EVENT TRENDS
+
FORMATS
8. ENDURING AND EVOLVING
Live streamed content with interactive
elements need to engage audiences for
longer and live on past the ‘one hit’
live event.

9. ADDED VALUE
Developing aspects such as digital membership
clubs for customers via online platforms
that house events, updated content, tailored
exclusives etc - in return pushing exclusive
e-commerce and e-retail opportunities.

10. CULTURE EXCHANGE
The clever use of partnerships with artists and
curators, the mix of art installations, public
space, gallery tours, theatre and podcasts.

CRAFTING EXPERIENCES

Millennials, who currently represent around
32% of the luxury market, are driving
change: by 2025, they will make up 50%.
Gen Z are on track to represent 8% of the
market by 2020. Both of these groups’
expectations from luxury brands are very
different from their predecessors’.
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VIRTUAL PRESS EVENTS

We can realise any brief through many different creative routes.
Below are four very different options for showcasing product in a
unique, creative and artistic manor.
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DIGITAL FORMAT EXAMPLES

Working through the world of an artists view or CGI, we can build a
digital beauty environment suited to any style or space using your
creative imagination.

Fig. 02 / Ganni Space
An example of a password protected experience, flowed with future
collaborations, preview and exciting content about the brand.

Fig. 03/ Gucci Mascara Hunt!
A 3D game designed to help launch the new Mascara l’Obscur. The
game, a hybrid bowling and mini-golf, displays the objects of the ad
campaign. Let the mascara hunt begin!

Fig. 04/ FENTY Skin
An example of an 3D modelled ‘house’, with mixed live and explorable
content from DJ sets, Rihanna live stream, cocktail recipes and make-up
videos.

N.B
All examples here are for
reference only and are not
necessarily the work of
Perfect Cartel

VIRTUAL PRESS
DAYS

FORMAT IDEA

Fig. 01/ Aesop Candle Launch
An animated story-telling experience to launch their first candle range.
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Fig. 01 / Shopping Experience Structure
Reference
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MARKET
PLACE

A multi-level digital showcase for brands and merchants, offering consumers an
opportunity to explore exclusive collections and content all in one immersive digital
experience and merchants the opportunity to promote offers, launch product and
celebrate holiday calendar periods.
We’ll take consumers through a bespoke virtual experience, from merchant to
merchant (or product range to product range) so they can explore this retail
platform with experiential sprinkled content throughout. It delivers a truly unique
and elevated shopping experience with beautiful design and surprises around
every corner.

Automotive

Animals & Pet
Supplies

Baby & Child

Beauty

Electronics

Fashion &
Apparel

Footwear

Health

Home

Sports &
Outdoor

Toys & Games

FORMAT IDEA

Opportunity for guests to navigate a ‘digital
market place’ illustrated by an artist /
designer.

LEVEL 4

LIVE! FASHION SHOW AT
20:00HRS

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 2

LIVE! WATCH THE LIVE DJ
SET HERE

LEVEL 1

RECEPTION

LIVE! STYLING VIDEO HERE
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Creating this digital universe requires commissioning an artist to
interpret the overall concept and theme into realised illustrations/ 3D
deigns or collages. They will assist with designing the interiors,
mood and narrative for both the multi-page site, social channels and
the invitation to create an identity for the experience.
We can also enhance this experience by adding live event
streaming, masterclass content, gamification and guest interaction
in different rooms. We can ‘lock’ rooms for press and VIPs with
passwords, open new spaces as a campaign progresses, music/
DJ’s, photo moments and change design elements like furniture and
wallpaper with ease.
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DIGITAL

Fig. 02 / Example merchant categories
within the digital market-place
Opportunity for a breadth of different brand
partners from beauty, fashion, skincare,
tools and beauty culture.

DIGITAL MARKET
PLACE

Accessories
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CASE STUDY / 01

Villa La Perla showcased the new collections,
while creating an online space that
encouraged interaction through the creation
of live DJ set (then turned to bespoke music
playlist), animation and to make your own La
Perla negroni as you virtually explore the villa.
The experience (fully translated to Simplified
Chinese and Italian) later launched to
consumers who could discover the platform,
make a private appointment in-store,
and shop the collection online. Perfect
Cartel re-imagined a physical press trip
as a digital experience, inviting guests to
join at 7PM with a drink, live music and
canapés - just as if they were in Bologna.

DELIVERABLES
End to End Development of
Digital Experience / UX Design
Story Boarding / Narrative Development
Bespoke Content Creation / Digital and Print
Collateral

VIEW THE DIGITAL EXPERIENCE HERE

LA PERLA
DIGITAL EXPERIENCE

LA PERLA DIGITAL

CASE STUDY / 01

In the absence of a grand press trip
to be hosted in Bologna during the
summer of 2020, Italian lingerie
House La Perla appointed Perfect
Cartel to create a virtual experience
which illustrated their rich brand
story and introduced their iconic
collection, Maison 25 to key global
press and VIPs. The platform
brought to life the La Perla archive,
while introducing the new
anniversary collections Maison
Rainbow and Maison Metallic.
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To highlight the active content within the room, clickable
elements have been emphasised with micro animations
as the user interacts with the digital elements. Videos
click to play and expand into foreground.

01

02

03

04

05
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Fig. 01 / Cocktail Making Masterclass

Fig. 02 / Vinyl Player

Fig. 03 / Introduction Video

Opportunity for guests to make their own Negroni,
to be enjoyed while they explore the villa.

Inspired by the past 25 years, Blu DeTiger
created a bespoke playlist for the experience.

Chief Design Officer Alessandra introduces the
new collection and welcomes guests to the villa.

Fig. 04 / Archive Collection

Fig. 05 / Core Collection Product Stills

Fig. 06 / New Collection Campaign Imagery

Preview of the Maison archive collection
exclusively available to view on this platform.

New product stills of Maison 2020 Core Collection.

Campaign imagery of the new collection
displayed here. All content available to
download later in the experience.
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INTERACTIVE
ELEMENTS

PRESS JOURNEY OVERVIEW

WEBSITE TRAFFIC DETAILS
UNIQUE VISITORS

10,293
AVERAGE DURATION ON SITE

1M 36S
TOP REGIONAL VISITORS

USA
UK
CHINA
ITALY
SPAIN

LA PERLA DIGITAL

Save the Date
Digital Invitation
Supporting Physical Invitation
Bespoke Mailer / Gift
from Collection
4. Hosted tour of Villa La Perla with
press teams
5. Follow up and thank you

CASE STUDY / 01

1.
2.
2.
3.
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THE WORLD’S FIRST
FASHION SHOW IN VR,
LFW 2019, CENTRAL
SAINT MARTINS

- BOTTEGA VENETA

- LIBERTY LONDON

“I just wanted to say a big thank
you to you two and your entire
team, for being so wonderfully
professional and a joy to deal with,
even at such short notice. You
have managed to create a
magnificent atmosphere for us and
the clients and guests and handled
all details with the grace and
attention to detail expected. We
hope this is the beginning of a
beautiful friendship and many
more successful projects to come.”

“You never fail to deliver seamlessly
and think of things we never have
anticipated. You are our secret of
success - thank you for your
dedication and hard work.”

“We are all thrilled here on how
the day went so seamlessly
which was down to perfect
planning and execution. Thank
you for all your help; you
really are the dream team.”

TESTIMONIALS

- SAATCHI & SAATCHI

ABOUT US

– CHANEL
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“I have worked with Perfect Cartel on a number
of events and the team are always exceptionally
responsive and efficient. They are always very
quick to understand our needs and our brand
and anticipate our requests. The team are always
attentive to all details, show great enthusiasm
along with a can-do attitude ensuring the
execution of high quality events.”

CONTACT

Contact
For more information about how we can
work together, please contact
Clare Howlett clare@perfectcartel.com

Our Studio
The Truman Brewery
Studio 42,
91 Brick Lane London
E1 6QL

Tel / Mobile

+44 (0)207 099 0619 / +44 (0)7796 698 337

General Enquiries

contact@perfectcartel.com

Web

www.perfectcartel.com

Instagram

@perfectcartel
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YSL BEAUTY PURE
SHOTS LAUNCH
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We aim to reuse, recycle and re-purpose all of
our production materials wherever possible.

PERFECT CARTEL HAVE A ROBUST
SUSTAINABILITY POLICY THAT IS
REGULARLY REVIEWED AND UPDATED
We vet all of our suppliers to ensure they align with
our internal high standards, from managing power
consumption, transport, limiting plastics and disposable
materials and using eco-friendly cleaning products
and local catering and ingredients where possible.
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